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ARTRAT
Hall mobility )uH and dark conductivity 0 of a
aeries of B- and- P-doped silicon films have been measured
within -150 and 200. A high vacuum chamber has been
Cabricated for this purpose. The samples were prepared by
PCVD technique with doping gas ratio and substrate
temperature varying in wide ranges. It is found that all
the h-doped sairiplos can be classified into three groups,
namely, a-Si films, Si-B alloy (containing boron more than
20%) and uc-Si film. For a-Si films, )uH is of an order of
).02-0.08cm2V-1sec- 1 and slightly increases with
temperature. Sign of Hall effect is anomalous. For B-Si
alloy, uH is smaller than the minimum detectable value of
our instruments (0.01 cm 2V-lsec-1). Samples from these
groups were hydrogenated by a saddle field fast atom gun
at 400 for 30 minutes, the values of conductivity are
decreased indicating that hydrogen atoms have been
incorporated to the films. The plot of inverse temperature
dependence of logo of a-Si film after hydrogenation can be
divided into tii ree sections, but that of Si-B alloy
cannot. All these features can be explained by a
riiultichannel structure of energy band. Both B-doped and p-
doped samples prepared at 580 were found to be
crystallized. uH is of an order of 1-10 cm2V-1sec- 1 with a
normal sign. uH increases with doping gas ratio and
substrate temperature. The transport mechanism is still
riot clear. But the results indicate that grain boundary
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1CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Hydrogenated Amorphous Silicon
Hydrogenated Amorphous Silicon (a-Si:H), a new form
of a common element, is a semiconductor that has come of
age. As a beginning, it is instructive to get an intuitive
picture about its atomic structure. Contrary to a perfect
crystal, silicon atoms in an amorphous solid do not
arrange in a periodic form (Fig.1.l). Because of the small
variation of bond length and bond angle between Si atoms,
the long-range order is destroyed. But the short-range
order still exists in the sense that the coordination
number for each Si atom remains 4 as it is in a crystal.
The network deviates from a complete one because it
contains dangling bonds and voids. Part of the dangling
bonds combine with incorporated hydrogen. Because of the
incorporation of hydrogen, a-Si:H can be doped by
substitutional dopant.
Various techniques for preparing a-Si:H have been
developed by different research groups. Some of the most
important methods are briefly described as follows.
Hydrogen-rich a-Si:H film can be deposited by glow-
discharge decomposition of silane. By using this method,
Dundee group (see e.g. Spear et al. (1975)) first prepared
P-doped and B-doped a-Si films by adding phosphine and
diborane respectively during deposition.
Silicon films can be obtained by reactive sputtering
from a silicon target in a mixture of inert gas and
Fig. 1.1 The atomic structure of a-Si:H
Si atom
Hydrogen atom
3hydrogen. Paul et al. (1967) have demonstrated that
sputtered a-Si:H could also be doped.
in ionized-cluster beam deposition of a-Si:H film
(Takagi et al. (1972)), ionized silicon clusters are
accelerated towards substrate. Several doping methods can
be used, such as simultaneous evaporation of doping
elements or deposition in a doping gas etc.
Another way to deposit a-Si :H is by chemical vapour
deposition (CVD). Doping can be performed by feeding
phosphine and diborane into the reactor during deposition
(M. Hi rose (1981)). Several types of reactor are used. One
of them is atmospheric pressure system (J. Bleom et al.
(1978)). Due to the high substrate temperature(= 600°C),
Si film thus prepared has a low hydrogen content and a
correlated high density of dangling bonds. In a
homogeneous chemical vapour deposition system (HOMOCVD),
the substrate is cooled and a higher hydrogen content is
obtained. Another system, the hot wall low pressure
chemical vapour deposition system, will be described in
details in chapter 3.
In order to study the electronic and transport
properties of a-Si :I3, many research have been done. To
find the structure of energy band, several techniques
including field effect (Spear and LeComber (1972)),
capacitance (Willias (1966)) and deep-level transient
spectroscopy (Goodman (1963)) have been used to study the
density of dangling bonds (see e.g. Brodsky and Title
4(1969)). Nuclear magnetic resonance experiment is used to
give local bonding information about hydrogen. For doped
a-Si:H coordination number of boron and phosphine atoms
can be found (Greenbaum et al. (1982,1983)). To study the
conduction mechanism of a-Si :H, some important parameters
including Hall mobility (I1eComber et al. (1977)), drift
mobility (Spear (1969)) and Seebeck coefficient (Beyer and
Overhof (1979)) have been measured.
Closely related to the fundamental research, some
simple electronic devices utilizing a-Si:H have been
fabricated successfully in recent years, for example,
solar cell, field-effect transistor,. charge-coupled device
and light-emitting device etc.. (Jacques I.Pankove
(1984)).
1. 2 The Present work
The purpose of our experiment is to measure the
temperature dependence of Hall mobility and dark
conductivity of LPCVD doped a-Si: H films and
microcrystalline films. A high vacuum chamber has been
designed for this purpose.
What is the meaning of measuring Hall mobility? In a
single crystal semiconductor, Hall measurement can provide
information about the type and concentration. of the major
charge carriers. But in amorphous semiconductor, sign
anomaly of Hall effect has been observed (LeComber et al.
(1977)). Hall mobility thus loses its conventional meaning
and the interpretation becomes complicated. Nevertheless,
5it can still yield valuable information about the bonds
involved in the electron and hole transport.
A high-performence solar cell must efficiently
collect carriers photogenerated in the active region of
the device. This condition can only be met if the
diffusion length (Ld) is greater than the thickness of the
active region. This requirement translates to the
expression (I. Pankove (1984)),
where uZ is the mobility liftime product. Therefore, Hall
mobility is one of the most important parameters to
determine whether the film can be used to form a solar
cell. As an example, for Ld 0.5um is, material
with 10-1cm2V-1 s-1 can be classified as good-quality.
Above all, the Hall experiment has foundamental
importance. Up to now, almost all the data have been
restricted to glow discharge silicon films. This motivates
us to collect data on films deposited otherwise.
6CHAPTER 2 THEOR'
2.1 Band Models for Amorphous Semiconductor
The concept of energy bands and density of states is
very important for the interpretation of electrical
properties of a material. In a perfect crystal, atoms arrange
periodically. The density of states N(! ) of energy bands has
sharp edges arid d w,ve11-clef ined band yap between the edges is
formed as shown in Pig 2.1 (a). The states within the band are
extended. In an amorphous solid, the long range order
vanishes. Anderson (1958) argued that the spatial fluctuation
i.n poten 1iaa.1 caued by the configurational disorder* may lead
to fora hdrld La iJ above and below the normal band
( Fig 2. 1 (b)). rhe La Les in the band tails are localized.
Based on this concept, several models of energy band and
desity of staato-:3 fcer. a III orphous siemieonduetor have been
proosed.
2.1.1 C-FI-0 Modell
C-F-0 model was proposed by Cohen, Fritzsche and
Ovshinsky for the material with an ideal covalent random
network structuret. They assumed that the disorder in this
if, aterial causes the tail states of valence band and covalent
band to extend into the gap and overlap with each ,other (Fig
2.2(a)). Therefore, there is an appreciable density of
states throughout the band gap. Due to the band overlapping,
there are states in the valence band, ordinarily filled, that
have higher energies than states in the conduction band that
7N(E)N(E)
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Fig. 2.1 (a) The energy band of perfect crystal
















9are ordinarily unfilled. Electrons redistribute to form
negatively charged filled states in conduction band and
positively charged empty states in valence band.
Consequently, self-compensation occurs and pins the Fermi
level close to the middle of the gap.
2.1.2. Davis-Mott Model
As expected, the deviations from an ideal random
network, such as dangling bonds and vacancies commonly exist
in. real amorphous materials. Furthermore, the optical
absorption data( Donovan (1970)) suggest a model with
valence and conduction bands separated by a gap. In this
case, C-F-0. model cannot be applied. Davis and Mott supposed
that the tails of localized states should be rather narrow
and should extend a few tenths of an electron volt into the
forbidden gap. As shown in Fig 2.2 (b), there is a band of
localized states caused by defects near the middle of the
band gap. A modified Davis-Mott model is shown in Fig 2.2(c),
the center band is split into a donor and an acceptor band
which pins the Fermi level. For E Ec and E l:v the states
are extended. IF'or EC E Ev, the mobility drops by several
orders of magnitude, and the states are localized. Therefore
Ec and Ev are energy boundaries between extended and
loocalized states. A mobility gasp is then defined by EC- Ev.
Inside the mobility gap, the mobility drops and vanishes at
zero temperature.
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2.1.3 Impurity Band Model
The models mentioned above are only applicable to
the undoped amorphous semiconductor. Some modifications are
necessary for doped amorphous materials.
In heavily doped crystalline semiconductors, the
interaction between the impurities cannot be neglected. If
there is a finite overlap of electron wave functions of
neighbouring impurity centers, individual electron levels
broaden to form an impurity band. Brody (1962) used a
Gaussian curve, with its maximum at the initial position of
an impurity level, to represent the density of states within
an impurity band. Conduction through impurity states was
first observed by Busch and Labhart (1946). Nevertheless, the
influence of impurity in a crystal is limited by its maximum
solubility. Maximum boron concentration in single crystal Si
is 6k1020 cm-3. In a-Si, the doping concentration is not
limited by this value. An a-Si-B alloy containing 50% boron
has been achieved (the present work). Therefore, influence of
impurity should not be neglected. Impurity band is formed and
plays an important role in electrical conduction.
Several models have been proposed for the impurity
states of doped a-Si. Le Comber et al. (1977) suggested that
all the donor states of glow discharge P-doped a-Si have an
unique energy, and lie below the mobility edge. But Friedman
(1977) argued that the donors are distributed continuously in
energy throughout the tail states.
Different from the above, Street (1982) suggested
11
that there is a sharp donor band at the tail of conduction
band as shown in Fig 2.3. Fermi level is below the donor
level, and never approaches closer than 0.2- 0.3 eV from the
mobility edge.
2.1.4 lial l Effect and Other Electrical properties
The above models provide probable forms of density of
states P (E) of amorphous semiconductor,, so that they are very
useful in calculating the expressions of some electric
parameters. On the other hand, basing on the energy band
structure of Davis-Mott model, three basic conduction
channels have been proposed.
(a) EX tended States Conduction
For E Ec or E Ev, the charge carriers transport
through extended states. Formulas of electrical properties
have been derived based on different postulates. One of the
most important models is the random phase model proposed by
Hindley (1970) and Friedman (1971). They suggested that the
mean free path of carriers in these states is of order of an
interatomic separation a. The wave function is a linear
combination of atomic wavefunctions with coefficients which
lose phase coherence from one atom to the next.










Fiig. 2.3 Bcriematic cierisity of staresuggted
by Street
Here J is the overlap energy integral between neighboring
sites, z is the coordination number, ~z is the number of
interacting sites, and is a parameter usually of the order
13.
jj thus obtained— 0.1 cm vs and is weakly
temperature dependent. in addition, for triangular closed
paths, the sign ol nail effect of a hole is n-type.




(b) phonon-assis ted hopping between localized states at
the Band Edge
n of hopping type conduction has been studied by' H
Einin (1977), Friedman (1978), Friedman and pollack (1978).
-4 -2 2
Magnitudes in the range 10 U__ 10 cm vs at room
' H
temperature have been estimated, and ji is strongly





(c) Hopping between impurity states
Written for electron, this yields (Le Comber 1977)
(2.6)
and (2.7)
Here, E is the centroid of impurity band, R is the distance
between two neighbouring impurity atoms, yj is the phonon
frequency and is a quantity which is representative for
the rate of fall-off of the wave function at a site.
(d) phonon-assisted tunneling between localized states at
the Fermi level




At low temperature, carriers tend to hop to larger
distances. The mechanism is called variable range hopping.
Conductivity becomes
(2.10)
(e) up to now, we have introduced the conduction channels
one by one. But in real situation, more than one of the
channels may contribute to electrical transport
simultaneously. A multichannel model had been suggested
by seager et al., and the model was applied by Le Comber et
al. (1977) to explain the Hall mobility of p-doped a-Si
prepared by glow discharge techniques.
Assume two channels predominate,, p and 0,
jj, are the conductivity and nail mobility of each channel
respectively. Then the total conductivity measured is
(2.11)
and the measured Hall mobility is
(2.12)
2.1.5 5 i g n o 1 H all E1: f e c t:
in Hall experiment of amorphous semiconductor, sign
anomalies have been reported by several authors (LeComber
(1976), J. Dresner (1980, 1982)). The sign observed in Hall
effect was not consistent with the results of thermopower and
the type of dopant. Emins (1977) has predicted the sign of
Hall effect tor several situations char ateris tic of hopping
in covalen t materials, it is found that the results depend on
the local geometry. Whether the sign is normal or reversed
has been predicted to depend on whether the transition
between the initial and final states comprises an odd or even
number of steps. The general expression is
(2.13)
where = -1 for electrons, = +1 for holes, n is the
number of steps in the transition and j is the electronic
transfer integral for each step. The sign of Hall effect is
thus predicted. These results suggest that many
experimentally observed anomalies of the sign of the Hall
effect may be explained as simply being a manifestation of
the hopping nature of the transport.
2.2 Small polaron Model for Amorphous semiconductor
Besides band models mentioned above, small polaron
model has been used to explain the Hall mobility of
amorphous semiconductor. These concepts are quite different
from each other, for the existence of tail states in band
model does not appear in the smal1-polaron picture.
If the interaction between the atomic displacements
and the carrier is sufficiently great, the carrier may occupy
a bound state in its self induced potential well. The whole
unit comprising a localized self-trapped charge together
with its induced atomic distortion is refered to as a small
polaron. An one dimensional diagram is shown in Fig 2.4(a).
In small polaron model, the carrier hopping to an
adjacent site is associated with an atomic distortion. This
distortion is caused by a coincidence event (Fig 2.4(b)). A




Fig. 2:.4 The small polaron jump process
carrier then jumps to the neighbouring site. When the
distorted molecules relax,the jump is completed (Fig 2.4(c)).
Based on this model, the Hall mobility is calculated
by Emin (1972), as,
(2.14)
The important feature is that ji will reach a
maximum at kT= W3.
The expressions of conductivity and drift mobility
are also derived as follows:
(2.15)
(2.16)
It should be noted that the activation energy of Hall
mobility is only one third of that of drift mobility.
2.3 Transport Theory of Polycrystal1ine Silicon
Transport theory of polycrystalline silicon was
established by Soto (1975). There is no precise distinction
between poly- and micro-crystalline materials.. According to
the classification of Le Comber (1983), the material with
O
crystallite size 6 60- 300 A is called microcrystal (pc),
and that with% 300 A is called pol ycrys tall ine (pc).
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This theory was then applied to explain their crystallized
films prepared by glow discharge technique. In this section,
the basic assumptions and main results of Seto's theory are
described.
Seto treated an one dimensional p-type pc-Si
(Fig 2.5). He assumed that pc-Si is composed of small
crystallites with size L. At the grain boundary, there is a
large amount of deep trapping states due to the incomplete
bonding. All the charge carriers in a region of (1/2 L- )
from the grain boundary are trapped by the trapping states. A
potential barrier V13 is thus created at the boundary. When a
voltage is applied across the boundary, only the carriers
possessing energy higher than qVH contribute to the current.
There are two possible cases. depending on the doping
concentration N.
In the first case, N is so small that the trapping
states at the grain boundaries have not been saturated. The
whole region within the crystallite has been depleted. The
structure of energy band is shown in Fig 2.6 (a). The













Fig. 2.5 Structure and charge distribution
of one dimensional model of pc-Si
(a) (b)





density of state of valence band in a single Si crystal, is
the dielectric constant and E9 is the energy gap.
The important feature is that the activation energy
of (E o is larger than that of )(E). When N
increases, more charge carriers will be trapped at the
boundaries, and the barrier height increases. This means
that.E increases with doping level.
In the second case, N is so large that the trapping
states at the grain boundaries are saturated. The width of
depletion region becomes narrower. The structure of energy
band is shown in Fig 2.6 (b). c can still be expressed by
(2.15), but c becomes
Qt is the number of trapping states per unit area at the
grain boundary.
The difference of 6 between these cases comes from
c
the different average carrier concentration which is
determined by the shape of enercav band.
23
CHAPTER 3 EXPERIMENTAL METHODDS
3.1 Sample Preparation
The technique of growing thin films by thermal
decomposition of gaseous compounds is generally termed
chemical. vapour deposition (CVD). The motivation for
s tudiny Chemically vapour-deposi ted amorphous sil icon is
that one may yet an almost pure silicon network due to the
high deposition temperature.
There are many standard types of CVD reactor system
for example, the cold wall atmospheric pressure system,
the homogeneous CVD system (HOMOCVD) and the hot wall low-
pressure system (LPCVD) (Jacques I.Pankove (1984)). The
properties of thin films prepared by these systems are not
the same. This is not only due to the different deposition
conditions, but also due to the dependence on the
particular confiyurati.on of each reactor.
Our samples were prepared by LPCVD system at the
University of Western Ontario. The main feature of the
system is that the pressure within the reactor is low
about 0.5 Torr) and the diffusivity of the gaseous
reactants is about 1000 times higher than that inside an
atmospheric pressure system (John L. Vollen (1978)). This
greatly improves the uniformity of the thin. films
besides, the residual gaseous concentration within the
reactor before deposition is much less than that of the
other systems.










Fig. 3.1 Schematic view of LPCVD system
A Pressure gauge
B Bulb heater
C Corning 7059 glass
D Graphite boat
E Quartz tube
F Mass flow control
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Fig 3-1. The samples are prepared as follows:
(1) Corning 7059 glass substrates were held on a
graphite boat which was put inside a horizontal
quartz tube reactor.
(2) The reactor was pumped down to 0.5 Torr and was
monitored by a pressure gauge mounted at the inlet
of the reactor.
(:3) The dej)osiLi.on temperature was controlled between
460-62000 by light illumination. Deposits tend to
accumulate on the hot part of the wall, so that the
reactor should be cleaned occasionally.
(4) Diluted silane gas (90 or 97% Ar) was admitted into
the reactor at a flow rate between 50-500 standard
cm3/min. An amorphous silicon layer was then
deposited on the substrate.
(5) B-doped samples were obtained by adding diborane
diluted with 99% or 99.97% Ar into the reactor. Gas
phase ratio of diborane to silane [B2H6/Sijl4] varied
between .1x10-5 and 1x10-2 range. P-doped samples were
ob tained key adding phosphine diluted with 99% or
99.97¢ Ar into the reactor. Gas ratio [PH3/SiH4]
ranged r.om 10 to 4xl0- 3- 5
.
3.2 Characterization
In this section, three experiments are described. The
results of these experiments are very useful in
interpretiny results of electrical measurement and allow
26
one to know how the structure of the thin films can depend
on deposition parameters. These measurements have been
done on all the B-doped samples at the University of
Western Ontario.
Determination of Film Thickness
The thickness of the samples can be found simply by a
mechanical probe method. But this method requires a glass-
silicon step which cannot be obtained directly from a CVD
silicon film, because the whole glass is surrounded by
deposit. Before deposition, several pieces of glass were
put into the reactor. A spot of Chinese ink was dropped on
the surface of one of them. After the deposition, the spot
was washed away and a glass-silicon step was thus obtained
arid could be used for estimating the thickness of the
whole batch.
Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy (SIMS)
In SIMS experiment, an energetic ion beam emitted
from a source is incident on a sample surface. The
sputtered ions are then analyzed by a mass analyzer such
that the amount and type of impurities can be determined.
X-ray Diffraction Experiment
X-ray Diffraction experiment was done to get
information about crystallization and its dependence on
the deposition temperature and doping ratio.









Fig. 3.2 Schematic view of x-ray 3iffractometer
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diffracted by the lattice planes of the crystalline film.
Constructive interference occurs when the Bragg condition
2d sine = M is satisfied.
Firstly, from the direction of diffraction maximum
the Miller indices of the crystal planes can be obtained
(S Veprek (1981)). The crystalline films can then be
distinguished from the amorphous films. A typical
diffraction pattern of a film deposited at high deposition
temperature is shown in Fig.3.3. The peaks indicate that
crystallization has occured in the film. No peak can be
observed for amorphous films.
Secondly, from the width of the peaks the crystallite
size can be estimated (H.S. Peiser et al. (1960)). As
shown in Fig.3.4., the incident x-ray is diffracted by a
crystal of finite size. The parallel lines represent the
lattice planes. When the Bragg condition holds, the
maximum path difference must be an exact multiple of the
wavelength,
2t sin = N
where t is the thickness measured in a direction
perpendicular to the lattice planes. Increasing the angle
by a small amount ge, the maximum path difference
becomes,
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Fig. 3.3 X-ray diffraction pattern of a silicon











When the increment 2t cos ,the change of phase
difference between the ray ABC and the ray passing througt
the middle of the crystal is smaller than 1800. Under this
condition, the diffracted waves cannot completely canncel
each other. This means that the line will have an angular
spread,
Von Laue (1926) has obtained a more exact expression:
(3.1)
where K is the Scherrer constant, and h taxes account or
the instrumental broadening.
3.3 Hall Effect and Dark Conductivity Measurements
3.3.1 Bridge-Shaped Method and van der Pauw Method
For P-doped samples, the conventional bridge-shaped
method was used. But for B-doped method, because silver
paste electrodes had been painted on them for Seebeck
effect measurement, the van der Pauw method was applied.
The former one was preferred because the conditions of
applying the second one were not all satisfied. The Hall
mobility of a microcrystalline film (CB40) was measured by
the two methods and compared. The value measured by van




The electrical circuit is shown in Fig.3.5. Four
metallic contacts in a conventional bridge shape were
evaporated on the sample. Electric field was established
between 1 and 2. A compensation circuit was used to
eliminate the misalignment voltage between 3 and 4 which
were connected to an electrometer (input impedance is
greater than 1016 ohms), when a magnetic field was
established perpendicular to the sample, a Hall voltage
could be measured and recorded by a X-Y recorder. The Hall
mobility (cm2/V. S) can be calculated from the equation,
(3.2)
where VI1(V) is the Hall voltage, L(=1.5cm) and W(=0.4cm)
are the distance between the closest edges of the metallic
constacts 1. and 2, 3 and 4 respectively. I(A) and R(ohms)
are the current and resistance between 1 and 2. B(Tesla)
is the magnetic field applied.
During the measurement, it was unavoidable that a
temperature gradient has built up in the sample. Three
therrmmoeletric effects can thus arise (John P. Mckelvey
(1966)). The first one was Ettingshausen effect which was
caused by the accumulation of "hot" carriers deflected by











Fig. 3.5 The electrical circuit of Hall
experiment
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ar ised from the heat flow between 1 and 2, and the Righi-
Leduc effect analogous to the Ettingshausen effect then





Table 3.1. Thermoelectric effect in Hall measturement.
The plus and minus sign represent two
ormosite. directions.
The therinoelectri.c effects could be reduced by
improving the thermal contact between the sample and its
holder which acted as a heat sink minimizing the
temperature gradient on the sample.
Besides the above mentioned, an offset signal which
did not reverse with magnetic field was observed. It will
be discussed in Chapter 5. As shown in Fig.3.6, when the
B-field was established, the signal V1 was the sum of the
Mall voltage and the offset signal Vo,
On reversing the B-field, the signal V2 became
Pig. 3.6 Typical shapes of Hall signals
(a) (b) (c)
Pig. 3.7 Sample connection in van der Pauw Method
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Therefore the offset signal could be eliminated by the
relation,
(3.3)
van der pauw Method (L.J.van der pauw (1958))
The circuit of this method is the same as that of the
bridge-shaped method except that four point contacts 1 mm
in diameter were used. This method is applicable when the
following conditions are satisfied:
(1) the contacts are at the circumference of the
sample,
(2) the contacts are suf t icien tly small,
(3) the sample is homogeneous in thickness and
(4) the surface of the sample is singly connected.
Firstly, we define three quantities. Ra is a
resistance in ohms defined for Fig. 3 .7 (a) as,
Rb is, defined in a similar way for Fig.3.7 (b). R is
defined for j o ition (c),
where V11 is the I-tall voltage when a magnetic field
B(Gauss) is applied. Then the expression for conductivity




where t(cm) is the sample thickness, and f(Ra/Rb) is a
tuncLion which depends on the ratio Ra/Rb only and
satisfies the relation,
3.3.2 Experimental Set-ups
The sample was fixed on a copper plate sample holder
and inserted into a brass vacuum chamber. All the
measurements were done in a pressure between 1x10-5 and
6x10-7 Torr. Measurement temperatures varied between -150
arid 2000C. The whole vacuum system was set on a movable
mount. The cylindrical brass chamber could be inserted
into the yap between two electromagnetic poles such that
the sample was settled at the centre of the magnetic field
generated by the magent (Newport Instruments,
Electromagnets type E). The magnetic field used was 5.5kG
for amorphous tilms. rime schematic view of the vacuum
chamber is shown in Fig.3.8.
The construction of sample holder is shown in
Fig.3.9. Two brass rods( 0 = lcm) fix the copper plate

























Fig. 3.9 The schematic view of sample holder
A Brass rod





G Corning 7059 glass
H Sample
vibration. Copper was chosen to form the body of the
sample holder. Its non-magnetic property prevents the
disturbance of magnetic field in sensitive galvanomagnetic
measurements. The high thermal conductivity of copper
produces an even ambient temperature of the sample. Two
teflon blocks were used to isolate the holder thermally
from the sample.
Th e max 1m u m s ampie ambien t t emperature, abo u t
200°C, could be reached through the heater mounted at the
bottom of the sample holder. The details are shown in Fig.
3.10. Tungsten wire was used to form the heating wire.
Ceramic tubes were used as insulator and stuck on the
brass plate by omega cc high temperture cement in a
parallel arrangement. To prevent signal pick-up from the
heater, the heater distance from the sample should not be
smaller than 7 cm. Current was supplied by a dc power
.supply (Trio model PR-GI54). The power input should not be
larger than 18W. A teflon isolated coaxial wire was used
to connect the tungsten wire leads and the heater
feed through on the base plate.
The lowest sample ambient temperature, about -150°C
could be reached by a liquid nitrogen cooling tube. The
details are shown in Fig.3.11. A stainless steel tube was
bent 180° and penetrated through the top of a small
stainless steel jar. Low temperature could be obtained by
pouring liquid nitrogen into the lower inlet. Several
pieces of copper foil were attached tightly to the sample
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Fi. 3.10 The confiurni nn of hrna1Pr

















Fig. 3.11 Schematic view of cooling tube
A Stainless steel jar
B Baseplate
C 0-ring










Fig. 3.12 The construction of electrical contacts
A Sample




























(c) Details of heater feedthrough






from the sample holder by a Corning 7059 glass strip was
located at the neighbourhood of the sample to monitor the
temperature.
The configuration of electric contacts are shown
in Fig.3.12. copper pins held by elastic copper stripes
were pressed on the evaporated metallic electrodes on the
sample pressure could be adjusted by the screws. The tips
of the phis were polished as smooth as possible. Teflon
was chosen to be the isolator and all the conducting wire
were teflon protected to prevent leakage.
Four electric feedthrouyh were shielded by a brass
tube as shown in Fig.3.13 (a). Two of them supply current to
the sample, and the other were used to measure the Hall
vol taye. The construction details of thermocouple
feedthrough and hater feedthrough are shown in
Fig.3.13(b) and (c).
3.3.3 Experiment Techniques
The room tcemferature resistance of a heavily boron-
doped film is between 1.x105 to 1x106 ohms, but a typical
call voltage is about 20) V. Any factor causing a noise
gteater than this value will make the ifall measurement
impossilal(e. Generally, besides the random noise, there is
also a random shif t of the voltage betweem the Hall
terminals. The typical trace scanned by the x-Y recorder
is shown in Fiy.3.14. A series of procedures were




Fig. 3.14 A typical voltage trace between Hall
terminals for B-field=O
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(1) Good grounding and shielding of the set-up were
established.
(2) Chromium was evaporated on the B-doped samples to
form low noise ohmic contacts. For P-doped samples a
0
layer of gold about 100A was sandwiched between the
chromium and silicon surface to eliminate the
unwanted contact barrier. The evaporation was done in
a vaccuum below 2x10-6 Torr by tungsten resistance
0
heating. The coating rate was controlled below 2A/s.
The ohmic behaviour was confirmed by the linearity of
the V-I characteristic. It should be noted that
silver paste, indium solder, evaporated silver and
aluminium were tried unsuccessfully to form low noise
ohmic contacts.
(3) Silicon deposited on the lateral sides of the glass
was then rubbed away to isolate the thin film from
the metallic holder. The surface of the film must be
very clean to prevent current leakage.
(4) The pressure contacts were pressed on the
electrodes with great care. The screws were tightened
gradually until good electrical contacts were
obtained. Any damage of the electrodes would cause
large contact noise.
(5) The moisture on the film was pumped away to prevent
current leakage.
(6) When the pressure reached 5x10-5 Torr, the
temperatue controllers were adjusted to obtain a
48
desired sample ambient temperature. About an hour was
needed for the sample to reach thermal equilibrium.
(7) The current for the ilall measurements was supplied
by dry batteries. It was found that the noise was
proportional to the voltage applied. For amorphous
films, the optimum voltage was about 45V. For
crystalline films, a voltage about 1V was used.
(8) If the random shift was suppressed and the noise
level was lower than 5 jiV, the Hall measurement could
be performed according to the methods described in
section 3.3.1. At each temperature, more than 5
measurements were taken and averaged.
3.4 Post-hydrogen Experiment
This experiment was divided into two parts. Firstly,
to find the optimum hydrogenation temperature, Hall
mobility and electrical conductivity of several amorphous
silicon films were measured before and after annealing. It
was found that these parameters have no observable change
when 'the annealing temperature was lower than 5000C. The
hydrogenation temperature was then kept lower than this
value.
3.4.1 Annealing Procedures
The schematic view of the experimental set-up is shown
in Fig.3.15-16. Selected samples were annealed in a























Germany) at a temperature between 350 and 550oc for 30 or
45 minutes. The temperature of the furnace was controlled
by a temperature controller (Electronic Two-position,
Germany) to ±2 K. A stainless steel tube with a chromel-
alumel thermocouple inside was used as a sample container.
During annealing, the pressure within the container was
kept higher than the atmospheric pressure by passing high
purity nitrogen gas into it to avoid oxidization. After
annealing, the container was cooled by an air stream such
that the temperature of the sample could drop as quickly
as possible.
3.4.2 Hydrogenation Procedures
The schematic diagram of this experiment is shown in
Fig.3.17. Hydrogenation was done in a stainless steel
vacuum chamber which could be pumped down to 6x10-6 Torr.
The pressure was monitored by a penning gauge head. A
saddle field fast atom source (Model FAB11NWF, Ion Tech.
Ltd., England) equiped with a B50 power supply (Ion Tech.,
England) was used to generate an atom beam. High purity
hydrogen entered the source through the gas inlet by
adjusting a needle valve slowly (Fig.3 .18) and the plasma
was maintained during the experiment (A.H.Mcllraith
(1971), J Franks et al. (1974)). The optimum pressure and
input voltage were selected to obtain the. maximum
intensity but the power input should not exceed 10 Watts.
The divergence angle of the beam is about 2.50. The













Fig. 3.17 Schematic diagram of the vacuum system
for hydrogenation experiment
A Saddle field fast atom source
B Rotatable axis
C Heater f e edthrough
D Thermocouple
E Radiation shield
F Penning gauage head











Fig. 3.18 Schematic view of the saddle field fast




D High tension lead
E Monitor connection
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hydrogen gas is plotted in Fig.3.19.
Directly under the irradiation of the atom beam, a
silicon film was placed on a flat steel plate which could
swing along a small arc of a circle. The amplitude of
vibration was adjusted through a relay circuit according
to the width of the sample such that the atom beam scanned
along the sample evenly. By controlling the input power of
the motor, the frequency of scanning was adjusted to be 10
cycles per minute. The schematic diagram of the sample
holder is shown on Fig.3.20.
The sample temperature during hydrogenation varied
from 400 to 5000C which was controlled by a tungsten
halogen lamp just beneath the steel plate and monitored by
a chromel-alumel thermocouple just beside the sample. To
avoid heating up the other components, the unwanted
radiation was shielded by two steel sheets and the
tungsten lamp was placed within a steel wall cell.
In this experiment, great care must be taken in
handling hydrogen. uo leakage and accumulation of hydrogen
inside the laboratory was allowed. The experimental
procedures were as follows:
(1) All the junction of the gas tubes were joined. The
gas regulator was closed and the needle valve was
opened.
(2) The chamber was pumped down to 6x10-6 Torr. If such
a pressure could not be obtained within an hour after
the high vacuum valve had been opened, all the
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Fig. 3.20 Schematic diagram of sample holder
A Sample
B Corning 7059 glass
C Clamp
D Chromel-Alumel thermocouple
E Stainless s Leel plate
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carefully for leakage.
(3) The input voltage of the bulb heater was increased
by a transformer. A sample ambient temperature
between 400 and 5000C was reached within 15 mintues.
(4) The motor was then turned on to swing the sample.
(5) The needle valve was closed and high purity
hydrogen regulated to 20 psig was fed into the tube.
The gas regulator was closed. It should be noted that
they must not be opened simultaneously otherwise, a
large amount of hydrogen would enter the hot chamber
suddenly.
(6) Hydrogen was admitted into the ion source through
the needle valve and a pressure about 4x10-5 Torr was
maintained during the experiment.
(7) The B50 power supply was then switched on and the
input voltage was set to 2 .8 kV.
(8) The irradiation time was between 30 and 40 minutes.
(9) if the gas contained in the tube joining the
regulator and the needle valve was exhausted during
the experiment, gas must be filled in again. After




4.1 Results of B-doped Samples
4.1.1 Results of SIMS Analysis and x-ray Diffraction
Experiment
The two preparation parameters, doping gas ratio
[B2H6/SiH4] r and deposition temperature Ts were
controlled systematically in wide ranges in preparing our
samples. r varied from 1x10-5 to 1x10--2 and Ts varied from
460 to 5800C. SIMS and x-ray diffraction experiments were
performed to find the dependence of boron concentration
and crystallization of the films upon these parameters.
The results indicate that the samples can be classified
into three groups: (1) amorphous (2) Si-B alloy and (3)
microcrystalline. The preparation conditions are
summarized in Table 4.1. It should be noted that the
boundaries separating these groups are not so rigid,
because errors in controlling these parameters are
unavoidable.
The first group includes samples deposited at 520 and
56000 except the two samples deposited at 52000 and doped
with r higher than lx10-3. These films show amorphous
behaviour in x-ray diffraction experiment and contain
boron less than 3 at.%.
The samples of the second group were prepared at r
= 4x10-3 or 1x10-2 and at TS between 460 and 520oc. The











































C3I10 CB101 CB59 CB78 CB66 GB40 CB43
, s:c |l! I 2?0 III Z2Q I'l 220
Table 4.1 Classification of B-doped samples
am Amorphous
samples bounded by heavy lines are Si-B alloy
J_ x-ray diffraction peak
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The last group deposited at 5800C. They show peaks in
x-ray diffraction experiment. This indicates that they
were crystallized during deposition. The peaks were not as
sharp as those of single crystals. From the angular
spread, the crystallites were estimated to have sizes
between 200 and 1000oA, so they should be called
microcrystal. The crystallization temperature of amorphous
silicon prepared by other methods are tabulated in Table
4.2 for compar ision.
TvpeDeposition Tc (°C)
method
atmosphericM.Janai et al. 670
Spear et al. 300glow-discharge p-doped C-Si
(1983)
Augelli et al. 300 B- and p-dopedglow-discharge
(1983) c-Si:H,C1
high-vacuumP. A. Thomas 450
evaporation(1978)
Harbeke et al. LPCVD 575
(1980)
Our samples LPCVD B- and P-doped580
c-Si
Table 4.2 Summary of crystallization temperature of a-Si
preparation by different methods
Tc Crystallization temperature
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4.1.2 Hall Mobility and Dark Conductivity of Amorphous
Samples
The resistance of amorphous samples prepared at r
between 1x10-5 and 4x1-3 is extremely high (1x105 to
lx1012 ohms). it is very difficult to measure a small
electrical signal(= 50 V) on such a high resistance
material. In Hall experiment, a random noise higher than
several hundred NV was generated between the Hall
terminals when current was applied on these films. Besides
the random noise, there was also a random shift. Although
the procedures mentioned in section 3.3.3 were done, the
noise could not be suppressed, so the Hall measurement on
these samples failed.
The Hall mobility of other four amorphous samples
were measured successfully. The preparation conditions of






The room temperture resistance of these samples
varied between 1x104 and 1x105 ohms. The optimum current
supplied on the samples was about several hundred µA.
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Magnetic field about 5.5kG was established perpendicularly
to the sample. Noise level could be suppressed below 5 V.
A typical trace of voltage between Hall terminals is
shown in Fig. 4.1 (a). The Hall voltage VH, of an order of
20 V, could be reversed when the direction of either B-
field or E-field was reversed. Due to the trapping of
charge carriers, a time constant about 20 sec was needed
to establish a steady value of Hall voltage. A striking
feature is that the Hall effect is anomalous.
The Hall mobility at room temperature H (RT) is
slightly smaller than 0.1 cm2V-lsec-1 and very close to
that of B-doped a-Si film prepared by glow discharge
technique (LeComber .(1976)). The inverse temperature
dependence of logPH is shown in Fig. 4.2. H increases
with temperature. The curves are slightly thermally
activated with an energy EIU around 0.05 eV. The slope of
the curves increases slightly at low temperature.
Therefore, one probable way to explain our results is that
extended states conduction and another low mobility
channel contribute to electrical transport simultaneously.
The weight of different transport mechanisms may change
with temperature. This idea will be discussed in section
5.1 in detail.
The room temperature conductivity 0RT is of the order
of 1 ohm-1cm-1. The inverse temperature dependence of
logd is shown in Fig.4.3. O increases with temperature
monotonically. Again, all the curves cannot be fitted with








Big. 4-1 The trace of voltage between Hall terminals (not in
the same scale)
(a) Amorphous (CB120)
(b) Si-B alloy (CB136)
(c) CB136 (after four months)
(d) Microcrystalline (CB59)
highest temperature range. This is another evidence of
multichannel conduction.
Comparing and E. it is found that E is always
smaller than E_ by a factor of about 2. The results are
cr
summarized in Table 4.3. This result is reasonable.
Consider hopping conduction only, from equation (2.6-7)(
for electron), the activation energy of drift mobility is
the threshold energy for hopping W, and E= E-E+W,
where E -E is the energy difference between the centroid
D F
of conduction channel and Fermi level. if the Fermi level
remains lower than E, then E_ is larger than the
activation energy of drift mobility. If Hall and drift
mobility have similar, temperature dependence, then the
activation energy of Hall mobility should not exceed that
of conductivity.
If one assumes that electron concentration can be
neglected, and that a single conduction mechanism
predominates at room temperature, one can estimate the
hole concentration p by the relation,
(4.1)
where p is the drift mobility of hole. in a crystal,
is related to pby a factor which is determined by the
shape of energy band and close to 1,
(4.2)
In our case. we roughly assign (X= 1. The
temperature dependence of p are showm on Fig. 4.4. The
value of p decreases with temperature. Although the simple
relation (4.2) is unlikely to hold in an amorphous solid,
it still leads to a reasonable carrier concentration about
lxlO20 cm-3 and remains smaller than the doping
concentration obtained by SIMS analysis. The results are








CB117 0.025 0.89 0.067 0.11 2.26
pax 2 8 0.032 0.45 0.059 0.15 0.82 16 .9
CB120 0.022 0.45 0.078 0.14 1.02 68.5
CB45 0.02 0.43 0.067 0.11 0.5 150
CB101 0.18 1x10 0.13 0.37 0.068
CB59 0.87 1.1 0.06 0.07 0.17 0.39
CB78 0.45 1.07 0.06 0.06 0.27 0.6
CB66 3.16 100 =0 =0 2.0 1.1
CB40 4.27 224 =0 =0 3.3 2.9
CB41 4.79 251 =0 =0 2.5 18.2
Table 4.3 Summary of results of Hall and conductivity




4.1.3 Hall Mobility and Dark Conductivity of Si-B alloy
It is found that the Hall mobility of Si-B alloy
is smaller than the minimum detectable value of our
instruments in this experiment (0.01 cmv sec).
in Hall measurement, current varying between 10 JiA
and several mA was applied on the film, the maximum B-
field used was 5.5 kG. A typical trace between Hall
terminals is shown in Fig.4.1(b). An offset signal VQ was
observed. But we found that it is not the Hall signal.
Firstly, it cannot be reversed by reversing the direction
of B-field. But it can be reversed by reversing the
diection of E-field applying on the film, secondly, it was
not proportional to B-field. When B-field increased from 1
to 5 kG, VQ increased more than 26 times (Fig.4.5).
Thirdly, it still existed when the B-field was applied
parallel to the film. Furthemore, the magnitude of VQ was
much larger than that of an amorphous sample. it should
be noted that the offset has been reported by several
authors( J.Dresner (1980), Katsumi Murase et al. (1982),
So Koon Chong (1984)) and can be explained by the spatial
inhomogenity of the sample( Conyers Herring (I960)).
One sample (CB136) which exhibited an offset
signal of about 60 JJV was checked again after four months,
but the signal vanished. This implies that the offset may
be due to some mechanical stress within the alloy
films.The stress could relax after a period of time. More
research is needed to answer the question whether this
stress originates from the large boron content.
p of alloy film is extremely small. Transport
through extended states seeins improbable within the
temperature range investigated. It is natural to reason
that a large amount of impurity states and defect states
may exist in the alloy films. to find how the defect
states can influence (J, hydrogenation was performed on
two alloy samples and two amorphous samples (section
1.1.5).
4.1.4 Hall Mobility and Dark Conductivity of
Micocrystalline samples
A series of samples deposited at 580°C with
different values of r were studied. All of them, except
one doped with lowerest r (CB110), are microcrystalline.
The room temperature resistance of the samples varies
between 600 and lxlO6 ohms. in the Hall experiment,
current applied on the samples was lower than 1 mA to
prevent joule's heating. Magnetic field applied on the
samples was about 4.2.5 kG. Noise level was easily
controlled lower than 5 pV.
A typical trace of voltage between two Hall probes
is shown in Fig.4.1(d). v of an order of several hundred
p, were reversible when the direction of either B-field
of E-field was reversed. The magnitude of p were linearly
proportional to them. Contrary to that. of amorphous
samples, the sign of Hall effect was always p-type and
confirmed that the charge carriers are holes.
When r increases from 4x10 to 4x10, p (RT)
increases from 0.8 to 4.7 cm2V sec 1(Fig.4.6), and CTt
increases from 1.4x10 to 244 ohm cm( Fig. 4. 7). At the
same time, crystal orientation becomes less random when r
increases (Table 4.1), and the disorder around the grain
boundary may be reduced. It is obvious that the mobility
is closely related to the structure of grain boundaries.
This will be discussed in section 5.2.
The temperature dependence of p and (5~ are shown
in Fig.4.10-11. For the slightly doped sample CB101
(r=4xl0), utI can only be measured above 150 C. ju (RT)
about 0.2 cm V sec, was estimated by extrapolating the
curve to room temper ture. p is thermally activated with
E= 0.13 ev, while E above -50°C is 0.37 ev. p„ increase
p o• rH
with temperature.
For the two samples (CB59 and CB78) doped with
larger r (lxlO-4 and 4xlO~4), the temperature dependence
of u and 0 become less. At high temperature, E= E
' H p cr
=0.06 ev, while at low temperature, they are all equal to
0.012 ev.
As shown in Fig.4.9, at high temperature range,
E E when r is small (as in the case of CB101).When r
increses, drops quickly and coincides with E at
r=lxl0. It seems that the Fermi level moves towards the
edge of valence band, when the concentration of impurity
increases.
For the heavily doped samples (CB66, CB40 and
CB41), with rlxlO, both jj and 0 are independent of
temperature. At this doping level, the Fermi level enters
the valence band. Actually, the samples have been found to
be degenerate from the results of thermoelectric power
experiment (K.H. Tain (1985)).
From equation (4.1-2), the hole concentration, p,
was estimated. As expected, p at room temperature
increases with doping gas ratio (Fig.4.8). Unlike
amorphous samples, these p values are close to the solid
phase concentration obtained by SIMS analysis (Table
4.3). This means that nearly all the dopants are ionized.
The temperature dependence of p is shown in Fig. 4.12,
except that of CB101, p remains unchanged within the whole
temperature investigated.
4.1.5 Results of post-hydrogenation
First of all, an optimum hydrogenation temperature
should be found such that there is no observable change in
electrical parameters due to heating alone. An alloy film
(pax46) was selected to serve this purpose. It is found
that CT= o.l ohm'cm1 remained unchanged when it hadRT
been annealed for 45 minutes at 350 and 470°C
respectively. But 01 increased to 0.56 ohnTcm' after
RT
annealing at 510°C for 45 minutes. This can be explained
by detachment of hydrogen during annealing. Therefore,
hydrogenation temperature was subsequently controlled
below 500°C.
Secondly, the possibility of incorporating
hydrogen into the film should be verified. Attempt was
made to hydrogenate the film by a saddle field fast atom
source (see section 4.3). 0 was found to decrease again
RT
(Fig.4.13). It is believed that hydrogen can be
incorporated into the film by this method.
Two alloy films and two amorphous films were
hydrogenated at 400°C for 30 mintues. The value of (T after
hydrogenation is always lower than that before
hydrogenation within the temperture range investigated.
CT decreased by 30 to 70%. This implies that the density
RT
of defect states were reduced by hydrogen.
For alloy samples, the curves of logCT before and
after hydrogenation separate from each other within the
whole experimental temperature range (Fig•4.14-15). All
the curves are smooth. But those of the amorphous samples
can be divided into three sectipns. Each section is likely
to relate to one conduction mechanism. The activation
energy() at high temperature range is about 0.2 ev,
while the activation energy (E) between -90°C and 84°C
is about o.l ev. Below -90°C, E. is about 0.05 ev.
By comparing the shape of the curves, it is likely
that the predominant conduction mechanism of alloy samples
is hopping between localized states. The effect of
incorporated hydrogen is only to reduce the dangling
bonds. But there are at least three transport mechanisms
in amorphous samples. The results are summarized in Table
4.4



























Tsble 4.4 summary of results for hydrogenstion experiment
4.2 Results of p-doped ssmples
Similsr to B-doped ssmples, doping gss rstio
[PHSiH] r' snd deposition tempersture Tg were
controlled in wide rsnges in the prepsrstion of p-doped
ssmples. The prepsrstion conditions are tabulated in Table
4.5. x-rsy diffraction snd SIMS experiments have not been
done on these samples, so the degree of crystallization
and content of phosphorus were not known. Two series of
samples were studied. The first one includes the samples
deposited at 580 C and doped with r' between 4x10 and
_3
4x10 (thereafter SI). The second one includes the
samples deposited at r1= lxlo3 and t, between 500 and3













520 CP138 CP125 CPU 3 CP103 CP121 CP146
540 CP12C
560 CP119
5 3 0 CP135 CP127 CP108 CP98 CP118 CP167
600 CPU 7
620 CPU 6
Table 4.5 Preparation conditions of p-doped samples
Series 1
-3
For the sample doped with r'= 4x10 (CP127), noise
between the Hall terminals is about several hundred pv
which is higher than the typical value of Hall voltage of
a-Si film. Although u cannot be measured exactly, it is' H
2-1 -1
sure that it must not exceed 0.1cm v sec. When the
-4
doping gas ratio increases to 1x10, (RT) increases to
2-] -l
0.67 cm v 'sec, while (T increases by 7 order ofRT
magnitude. This indicates that the samples are
crystallized. Furthermore, increasing r', ji{RT) reaches
2 -1 -1 -3
a maximum of 6.6 cm v sec at r'= 1x10 and is always
n-type. At the same time, 0 also reaches maximum value
RT
of 251 ohm cm and CT drop again at higher doping
level. The temperature dependence of u and CT are shown in
' H
Fig.4.18-19.
For n-type samples, equation (4.1-2) becomes,
(4.3)
(4.4)
where pe is the drift mobility of electron, and n is the
free electron concentration. It is found that n remains
unchanged within the experimental range (Fig.4.20). n
19 20




For the sample deposited at T 560°C, the noise is3
again higher than the Hall signal, but it is found that
2 -1 -1
the Hall mobility must .not exceed 0.1 cm V sec.
increases to 6.45 cmv'sec abruptly at T =580°C.
Again, p remains n-type. No anomalous reversal of sign
_3
was observed. At the same time, 0T varies from 1x10 to
251 ohm cm'1' (Fig.4.21). This indicates that the samples
were crystallized at Ts580°C. One expects that samples
with larger crystallite size can be obtained by increasing
Tg, so p (RT) increases with Tg monotonically as shown in
Fig.4.23. Contrary to u, n(RT) decreases linearly with T
' H S
as shown in Fig.4.23. This makes CT remains unchanged forRT
higher T (Fig.4.21).
The temperature dependence of u and CP are shown in
' H













Fig. 4.. 2 Hall mobility M-h of B-doped a-Si as a
function of inverse temperature
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Fig. 4.3 Coductivity 0 of B-doped a-Si as a
function of inverse temperature
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Fig. 4.4 Carrier concentration P of B-doped a-Si
as a function of inverse temperature
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Fig. 4.6 Hall mobility µHat room temperature as a
function of doping gas ratio for the





















Fig. 4-7 Conductivity 0 at room temperature as a
function of doping gas ratio for the
samples prepared at 580°C

















Pig. 4.8 Carrier concentration at room temperature
as a function of doping gas ratio for the
samples prepared at 580°C
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Fig. 4.9 Activation energy of conductivity and
Hall mobility as a function of doping


















2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Fig. 4.10 Hall mobility |iH of B-doped pc-Si as a
function of inverse temperature
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Fig, 4-1?. Carrier cone on brat ion of B-doped uc-Si as
a function of inverse temperature
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Fig. 4.13 Conductivity 0 as a function of inverse
temperature for sample pax46
• before annealing
o after annealing at 510°C for 45 mins
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Fig. 4-14 Conductivity 0 as a function of inverse
temperature for sample CBfO
• before hydrogenation
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Fig. 4.15 Conductivity 0 as a function of inverse
temperature for sample pax63
• before hydrogenation
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Pig. 4.16 Conductivity 0 as a f-unction of inverse
temperature for sample CB120
• before hydrogenation
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Fig. 4.17 Conductivity as a function of inverse
temperature for sample CB117
• before bydrogenation
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Piy. 4.18 Hall mobility as a function of inverse
temperature for P-doped samples preparaed
at 580














Pig. 4.19 Conductivity 0 as a function of inverse
temperature for the P-doped samples
prepared at 580°C
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Pig,4.20 Carrier concentration as a function of inverse
temperature of the P-doped samples prepared at
580 ℃
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Fig. 4.21 Room temperature conductivity as a
function of preparation temperature
for the P-doped samples prepared at
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Pig. 4.22 Hall mobility as a function of deposition
temperature for P-type samples deposited
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Fig. 4.23 Carrier concentration n as a function of
deposition temperature for the P-doped
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Fig.4.24 Hall mobility uH as a function inverse
temperature for the p-doped samples
prepared at dopong ratio 1x10-3
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Fig.4.25 conductivity O as a function of inverse
temperature of p-doped samples preparred
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Fig.4.26 carrier concentration n as a function of
inverse temperature for p-doped samples





The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the
transport mechanisms of our samples. It is unlikely to
interprete the electrical properties of a material unless
the structure of energy band is known. Unfortunately, this
information is difficult to be obtained. Under this
restriction, we can only suggest some models of energy
band, and see whether the main features of the
experimental results can be reconstructed.
5.1 Transport Mechanism of Amorphous Silicon Films
In 1977 LeComber et al. measured uH on B- and P-doped
a-Si:H films deposited by glow discharge technique. The
sign of PH is reversed for both electrons and holes. uH of
lightly P-doped samples is about 0.1 cm2V-1sec- 1 and is
independent of temperature. On increasing the donor
density, uH begins to show a temperature dependence which
varies with doping level. uH of B-doped samples varied
between 0.01 and 0.06 cm2V-1sec-1. The data were analyzed
in terms of a model with two conduction paths. Conduction
above -23oC is through extended states. Below this
temperature, hopping between impurity states predominates.
In 1983, Dresner measured uH of B-doped a-Si:H
prepared by dc anodic glow discharge. Below 105°C the sign
of uH (=0.01 cm2V-1sec-1) is p-type; in that temperature
range it appears to vary weakly. Above 105°C, the sign
changes abruptly to n-type and uH increases with
100
temperature. A two-channel model for hole conduction has
been suggested to interprete their results. The deep
channel model dominant at low temperature, may be
associated with three-fold coordinated boron and would
always yield a p-type signal. At high temperature, the
valence-band states become dominant.
In our case, we try to use a multichannel model to
describe the Hall effect of the a-Si films. This idea
arises from the results of hydrogenation. As mentioned in
section 4.1.5, the plot of log against temperature can be
divided into three sections (Fig.4.16-17). We thus suggest
that there are three conduction channels. The first one is
the conduction through extended states, the second one is
hopping through impurity states, and the last one is
hopping through dangling bonds.
As shown in Fig.5.1, we construct a simple model of
energy band for B-doped a-Si filias which is very similar
to that of Street (1983). The incorporated hydrogen can
eliminate part of the dangling bonds at the middle of the
band gap and at the tail of valence band. Consequently,
the Fermi level shifts into the impurity band. It is not
surprising that a large amount of dangling bonds still
exist in doped a-Si. Street(1985) found that the dangling
bonds are increased greatly by doping.
Hall mobility of amorphous samples can only be
measured between -60°C and 200°C. Comparing with the
temperature range of the intermediate section of the log







After hydrogenation(a) Before hydrogenation (b)
Fig. 5.1 Suggested construction of energy band of
B-doped a-Si film
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that within the temperature range of Hall measurement the
extended state conduction and hopping via impurity states
contribute to electrical conduction simultaneously. For
simplicity, -contribution from the dangling bonds are
neglected. In our model although there are three
conduction channels, but only two of them are used to
interprete the data of Hall effect. Therefore, equations
(2.11-12) for two channel models are applicable,
(2.11)
(2.12)
At first, let us interprete the results
qualitatively. The sign of Hall effect is anomalous. These
results are predicted by RPM for the carriers transport
at extended states (section 2.1.4). Emin (1977) also pointed
out that the anomaly may be attributed to hopping type
conduction. These arguments agree with our model.
The magnitude of pH measured slightly increases with
temperature and varies between 0.02 and 0.08 cm2V-1sec-1.
This can be explained by using equation (2.12).
Experimental value of uH is the sum of Hall mobility of
two channals weighted by the corresponding conductivity.
PH of extended states calculated by RPM is independent of
temperature, and has a value about 0.1 cm2V-1sec-1, but
that of hopping conduction is quite small and strongly
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thermally activated. According to our model, the observed
value of uH should be smaller than 0.1 cm2V-1sec- 1 and
temperature dependent. when temperature is lowered,
hopping conduction becomes more important. This causes uH
to decrease.
Secondly, let us discuss the value of uH
quantitatively. For convenience, the related equation are
summarized in the following.
For extended state hole conduction, the expressions
of conductivity and Hall mobility are,
(2.4)
For hopping conduction due to holes via impurity




The notations have been explained in section 2.1.4.
We assume that the Fermi level coincides with the
cen tr iod of the impurity band and does not move with
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temperature. This means that EF-ED=O in equation (2.6)
within the temperature range investigated, where ED is the
central energy of impurity states. 1 and 2 are
determined experimentally. Assuming the extended state
conduction predominates at high temperature, one can use
the high temperature section of the hydrogenated log plot
to represent 1. Similarly, one can use the intermediate
section to represent 2. Both l0 and 20and W can then
be determined It should be noted that 01+02. is slightly
higher than the experimental value.
Equation (2.7) is the drift mobility of charge
carrier. If one assumes that the drift and Hall mobilities
are both of the same Order of magnitude, uH2 can then be
represented by (2.7) approximately. Actually, LeComber et
al. (1977) have applied this assumption to interprete the
I3all effect data of glow discharge a-Si.
R, the separation of two impurity states is
calculated by the formular,
(5.1)
where N is the impurity concentration measured by SIMS
analysis. For a typical phonon frequency, rph=1013 sec-1
(P .Nagels (1979)), X-1 has an order of 20A.
After the parameters of the expressions of 1, 2,
uH1 and uH2 have been obtained, uH of two a-si
films (CB117 and CB120) are then calculated by equation
(2.12). The results are then compared with the
experimental data.























The calculated values agree with the experimental results
as shown in Fig.5.2-3.
It is because that PHj, H22' °ne Can neect te
second term of the numerater of equation (2.12). The value
thus calculated is about 5% smaller than the above result.
This means that one can assign smaller y and cK without
affecting the results significantly.
5.2 Transport Mechanism of Si-B Alloy
The results of Hall effect indicate that u of Si-B
H
2-1— 1
alloy should be smaller than 0.01 cm v sec. it seems
that the low mobility arises from the large content of
boron.
At first, let us refer to the model mentioned
in section 5.1. The most important characteristic of Si-B
alloy film is the large content of boron. We imagine that
the density of impurity state in Fig.5.1(a) becames larger
when the boron content is increased. The probability for a
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Fig. 5.2 Comp.arision of theoretical and experimental
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Fig.5.3 comparision of theoretical and




Finally, almost all the carriers transport within the
impurity band by phonon-assisted hopping. The mobility is
thus lowered.
In order to estimate the magnitude of µH of Si-B
alloy we still assume that uH and drift mobility u have
the same order of magnitude, and the expression (2.7) is
applied to represent the Hall mobility of hopping
conduction via impurity states. For a sample containing 40%
0
boron (CB50). R=2.36A is calculated by using equation
(5.1). W=0.2eV is determined by the activated energy of o
at high temperature range, yph and X-1 are still assumed
to be 1x1013s and 20A respectively. The final result of p
is 1.24x10-5 cm2V-1sec-1. of course, this value is much
smaller than the detectable limit of our instruments.
5.3 The Transpor t Mechanism of Microcrystalline Silicon
Film
PH of uc-Si deposited by glow-discharge technique has
been measured by several research groups. In 1979, S.Usui
et al, measured NH if substitutionally doped glow-
discharge produced pu-Si. uH about 1 cm2V-lsec- 1 was
obtained. In the same year, Angell measured uH of doped
and undoped uc-si; H,C1 films, it is found that uH was
practically constant at temperature smaller that -73°C and
thermally activated for T >-730C. up to now, there is no
model that can explain these data.
uH of our samples has a value about 1-10cm2V-lsec- 1,
and the plot of loqu__ against inverse temperature(Fiq.4.9
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and 4.18) cannot be fitted with straight lines. Therefore,
we suggest a two channel-model. At high temperature, band
conduction predominates, but at low temperature, most of
the carriers hop within the impurity band.
The band conduction of µc-Si films are definitely
different from the conduction via extended states in a-Si.
There is no anomaly in sign in Hall measurement of uc-Si,
similar to that of a single crystalline solid.
Unfortunately, the crystalline-semiconductor transport
theory cannot provide a suitable description of this
channel. It is because the value of µH measured has an
order of 1 to 10 cm2V-lsec- 1 which is much smaller than
that of crystalline Si (=100cm2V-lsec- 1) with a similar
doping concentration 1x1019 cm-3. Furthemore, uH increases
with doping level but that crystalline Si decreases. These
deviations come from grain boundaries existing in the uc-
Si phase. The motion of carriers are impeded by the grain
boundaries, so that both the conductivity and Hall
mobility measured are lower than the bulk. Different
postulates about the structure of grain boundary will lead
to different conclusions about the electrical properties
of the material.
We apply the Seto's model (section 2.3) to describe
the band conduction channel. He suggested that grain
boundary is sharp. Grain boundary traps the carriers
around it, a potential barrier is formed. our B-doped Si
films doped with gas ratio lx10-4 or above contain boron
19— 7
more than 1x10 cm. Therefore, we assume that the
region within the grain has not been depleted, and the
equations (2.17) and (2.19) are applicable,
(2.17)
(2.19)
All the notations have been explained in. section 2.3. The
important feature is that the activation energy of p is
equal to that of CT.
For the hopping conduction through impurity states,
equations (2.6-7) still hold. But there is an important
difference between impurity conduction in pc-Si and a-Si
films. There is no anomalous reversal of sign in Hall
measurement of pc-Si within the experimental temperature.
Even at lowest temperature, where the major conduction
mechanism is hopping, one can still obtain a normal sign.
This indicates that the nature of hopping here is quite
differen t.
In the following, we try to calculate u from this
model. The first step is to determine CF1 and w in
2o
equation (2.6) experimentally. We still assume that E-
Ed=0, and at lowest temperature, the impurity conduction
predominates, several data points of the logCT plot against
inverse temperature at this range are joined by a straight
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Pig. 5.4 O, as a function of inverse temperature
then obtained by subtracting (J~2 frorn® measured. logCT is
then plotted against inverse temperature again. Two curves
of logCTj for CB59 and CB78 are shown in Fig.5.4. As one
expects, they are all straight lines, and En can now be
determined from the slope. From (2.17), can then be
calculated by assigning a resonable value of crystallite
size L. The mass of a free electron is used instead of the
effective mass m. The method of calculating has been
described in the previous section. Finally, u is
calculated by using equation (2.12).
Comparison of the calculated values and experimental
values of for two samples (CB78 and CB59) are shown in
Fig. 5.5-6. in the calculation, CXI, W and e_ are2o B

















Although the order of magnitude estimated is close to
the actual value, the experimental curves cannot be fitted
satisfactorily, especially at the low temperature region.
These may be due to the simplicity of the structure of
grain boundary in our model. Actually, the grain boundary
cannot be as sharp as a surface, but spread to a region. A
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large amount of trapping states may be introduced and
distribute throughout the crystallites.This causes
experimental results to deviate from the ideal case. By
Raman scattering experiment, Y.Mishima et al.(1981)
estimated the volume fraction of microcrystalline in their
glow-discharge pc-Si specimens to 36-65%. This results
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Pig.. 5.5 Comparision of calculated experimental
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Pig. 5-6 Comparision of calculated and
experimental value of sample CB78
calculated value
CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSION
For B-doped amorphous silicon, Hall mobility slightly
increases with temperature, and varies between 0.02 and
9—1— 1
0.08cm V sec. The sign is anomalous. The results can be
explained by a multichannel model. Two conduction
mechanisms contribute to electrical transport
simultaneously at temperature higher than -60°C. The first
one is conduction in extended states with Hall mobility
9—1—1
about 0.1cm v sec and predominates at high temperature
range. The second one is hopping via impurity states and
predominates at lower temperature.
Si-B alloy films (containing boron more than 20% in
2-1 -1
solid phase) have u smaller than 0.01 cm V sec even atH
a temperature as high as 200°C. This characteristically
low mobility can also be explained by applying the
multichannel model. But now the density of impurity states
%
is increased largely by large content of boron. To explain
the low mobility, it is suggested that most of the
carriers can only conduct through impurity states by
hopping. As a result, the motion of carriers is still
greatly impeded even though the films have been highly
doped.
For B-doped and p-doped microcrystalline films, u isH
2— 1 —1
of an order of l-10cm V sec. The sign of the Hall
effect is normal. The transport mechanism is still not
clear, but it is believed that at least two conduction
channels exist. one of them should be the band conduction
117
similar to that in polycrystalline silicon. Grain
boundaries definitely influence the electrical properties,
because the measured Hall mobility and conductivity are
smaller than that of a single crystal. More theoretical
work has to be done to give a better understanding.
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